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Summary
TRANSLATOR’S TASKS AND ACTIONS
IN DOING TRANSLATIONS OF FILM TITLES
Summary: This paper starts from the fact that the process of doing
translations of titles does not differ much from what one does when
translating other language units, at least when mental operations in the
translator’s mind are concerned. What does make a difference, however,
is seen in the concrete approach, which places special emphasis on stylistic and pragmatic aspects. The choice itself of syntactic and semantic
equivalents is seldom sufficient for a title to convey the effect produced
by the original phrasing. Doing translations of titles does not allow for
linear sequencing of certain actions, rather prescribing the unwritten
rules instead, the ones that seem to be chaotic at first sight, however
the true task being to bring system to that chaos in order to produce an
accountable outcome of the whole process. Numerous are the factors
interwoven in their immediate influences on the translation offered, and
the translator must be aware of all of such, exerting an effort to organize them and bring them to harmony. Out of the struggle to overcome
lexical obstacles, after all the striving to produce the expected additional
effect enhancing the film promotion, out of the need to have a translation accorded to the period of the exact film production, there appear
successful creations, titles in translations that need some polishing, as
well as those featuring obvious mistakes. Unfortunately, there are also
mistranslations deserving to be labelled total failures, and the genuine
mission of this work is to point to the fact that there are too many of
such in media programme announcements, in lists of cinema repertoirs,
also in film related publications.
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